
 

 

Reading Learning for 6JG 

Tuesday 7th July 

 

We will read the Daily Life in the Maya Civilisation by Nick 

Hunter. 

 

The book has been uploaded onto the website, and the relevant 

pages are included on this document, below. 

 

What jobs did the Maya do? Pages 24-25 

L.Q. Can I answer comprehension questions? 

 

Read the relevant pages and answer these questions: 

1) What was the job of the Mayan astronomers? P.24 (1 mark) 

2) Who received the best jobs in Maya society? P.24 (1 mark) 

3) Why were scribes seen as having a high status in society? P.25  (1 mark) 

4) What symbols did a scribe wear in their headdress? P.25 (1 mark) 

5) In your opinion, what was the most important job in ancient Maya? Pages 

20-25 (3 marks) 

6) Which job would you have liked to have if you had lived in the Maya 

civilisation? Explain your answer. Use the information on page 20-25. 

 

 

 

 

READING PLUS 

 

If you have access, log on to Reading Plus 3 times this week, for 30 

minutes. 

https://student.readingplus.com/seereader/api/sec/login 
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06.07.20 Answers 

 

What jobs did the Maya do? Pages 20-23 

L.Q. Can I answer comprehension questions? 

 

1) Before reading these pages, can you use what you have already learnt 

about the Maya, to predict what jobs they might have had?  (2 marks) 

Any plausible prediction that gives a reason as support. 

 

Read the relevant pages and answer these questions: 

2) Explain why farming was one of the main Maya jobs? P.20 (1 mark) 

Because most of the land was needed to grow food to feed the growing 

population. 

 

3) How did the farmers make the most of the swampy land? P.20 (1 mark) 

They dug out canals and raised the levels of the fields. 

 

4) Name two foods the Maya hunted for? P.20 (1 mark) 

Fish/ turkeys/ deer 

 

5) The Maya managed the efficient and intensive clearing and farming of 

their land… without metal tools of ploughs. 

What is meant by ‘efficient and intensive’? P. 20 (2 marks) 

To do something efficiently means to do something well, with very little waste. 

To do something intensively means to do it alot. This means that the Mayan 

farmers were able to farm well and a lot, without any metal tools or machinery, 

as we would use today. 

 

6) What is unbelievable about the Mayan people building a Maya pyramid? 

P.23 (1 mark) 

They managed to quarry (to dig for), transport and put together the huge 

blocks of stone, without any machinery. 

 

7) Name at least three jobs involved in building a Maya pyramid. P.23 

(2 marks) 

Quarrying stone, transporting stone, building with the stone, decorating the 

buildings 

 


